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LIVING FINISH ACKNOWLEDGMENT

Living Finish products will start their life with minimal marks and variance. With time and regular use, the unique characteristics of each finish will 
develop as the brass reacts with the environment - with each fitting bearing its own distinctive appearance. Our Polished Brass (BR) and Satin Brass 
(SB) finishes are made in the UK from unlacquered raw brass and enjoy a rich, layered patina with natural buffing marks and variance from continued 
use. These marks are a treasured design feature of raw brass fittings and are typically chosen to instill a sense of history and permanence.  

These finishes will develop their own individual appearance over time from general handling and use. Overspray from everyday household cleaners and 
acidic foods commonly contribute to the speed of the ageing process of living finishes. This can be slowed by following a regular cleaning routine, or 
you can embrace the natural reaction by relaxing your cleaning routine and watch the magic unfold. 

The tapware may also have patina marks when you open the box for the first time. To ensure you understand the ageing process and how to maintain 
and restore your tapware, please visit our website - www.luxebydesign.com.au/shaws-perrin-rowe for more information. No purchase order returns 
will be accepted for the natural patina process occurring and no warranties are present for the exterior finish of the tapware, as these raw finishes are 
designed specifically for this effect. Please note, all other expressed warranties relating to the body of the tap and consumable components are still valid.

CUSTOMER AND STORE DETAILS

Name:

Date:

Email:

Retail Store Name:

Retail Salesperson:

Purchase Order Number:

LIVING FINISH TAPWARE MODELS

Please list the Shaws by Perrin & Rowe product code, quantity and a short description. Where multiple items are ordered on the same order 
number, please list one item per line with the relevant quantity (eg: 2 x AUSH.4173SBWPC Pendleton with spray rinse in Satin Brass)

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Service Agreement

Q By ticking this box, you agree that you understand the natural brass tap/s you are purchasing are a “living finish” and will change over the life of the 
product. You also agree that our “living finish” raw brass holds no warranty on the exterior finish as there are no coatings or lacquer. All charges 
as per your official company purchase order form will be invoiced by Luxe By Design and this must be paid in full under our current trading term 
agreement. 

Relevant Finishes: Satin Brass (SB), Polished Brass (BR)


